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ABSTRACT

Avatars are often used to provide representations of users in 3D
environments, such as desktop games or VR applications. While
full-body avatars are often sought to be used in applications, low
visibility avatars (i.e., head and hands) are often used in a variety
of contexts, either as intentional design choices, for simplicity in
contexts where full-body avatars are not needed, or due to external
limitations. Avatar style can also vary from more simplistic and
abstract to highly realistic depending on application context and
user choices. We present the results of two desktop experiments
that examine avatar visibility, style, and observer view on accuracy
in a pointing interpretation task. Significant effects of visibility
were found, with effects varying between horizontal and vertical
components of error, and error amounts not always worsening as
a result of lowering visibility. Error due to avatar visibility was
much smaller than error resulting from avatar style or observer view.
Our findings suggest that humans are reasonably able to understand
pointing gestures with a limited observable body.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Human computer
interaction—Interaction techniques—Pointing; Human-centered
computing—Human computer interaction—Interaction paradigms—
Collaborative interaction

1 INTRODUCTION

In 3D environments, it can be beneficial to provide users with a
virtual body (an avatar) to represent themselves in a virtual space.
Motion-tracked avatars also facilitate natural motion/gestural cues
for social communication (e.g., waving to communicate “Hello”,
or pointing in mid-air to indicate a location or direction). These
gestures are particularly useful in collaborative virtual environments
(CVEs) where multiple users are co-located in the same environment
by providing a means of nonverbal communication.

Avatars can be displayed in varying degrees of fidelity, with as-
pects like style varying based on application context (e.g., cartoony
in a game compared to realistic in a workplace) or user choice. Users
often customize avatars to look like themselves or someone com-
pletely different since the real world limitations do not apply. The
visual design of avatars can also be influenced by the technology
being used (i.e., the Oculus Quest only natively supports head/hand
tracking). A minimal approach to avatar design is often taken by
only including visual representations tracked body parts or to hide
parts of an avatar that cannot be reasonably approximated. This
lowers the avatar’s visibility, or how much of an avatar’s body is
displayed in an environment. In fact, using low visibility avatars is
what many games [27] and CVEs [46] currently do. While full-body
avatars may be considered ideal, they may not always be able to be
used. Other aspects of avatar design, such as avatar style [37] and
viewing angle/distance [44] have been shown to impact first-person
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pointing behavior as well as the accuracy of pointing interpreta-
tion by others. These are important to consider in conjunction with
visibility as these often vary based on under preference and appli-
cation context. Less is known about how the visibility of a body
represented in the virtual environment influences interpretation of
pointing. Pointing, as a communication cue that humans commonly
use in the real world, is often seen as more natural than augmented
interaction techniques such as 3D pointers [47] or raycasting from a
controller [42]. Because avatar display can vary, it is important to
examine the interpretability and comprehension of gestural pointing
in virtual environments based on an avatar’s body visibility.

Prior work has shown that low visibility avatars function similarly
to full-body avatars in an egocentric perspective, but in collaborative
settings it is unknown if these cause observers to become inaccurate
in their interpretations. It is possible that pointing interpretation may
worsen with low visibility avatars due to less positional information
being communicated (e.g., a lack of elbows in a hand and head only
avatar may remove crucial reference points for understanding the
pointing gesture).

Thusly, our research question is as follows: How does decreasing
avatar visibility affect human ability to understand collaborator
pointing location? We address this question by conducting two
desktop experiments; the first utilizing a static viewing perspective
and the second allowing for view changing. Due to restrictions
in place because of COVID-19, these were conducted as desktop
studies.

2 RELATED WORK

We base our experiment on prior work related to general benefits of
avatar inclusion in virtual environments, motivations and use cases
for different visual styles of avatars, psychology of human pointing,
and how avatar design impacts pointing behavior and interpretation.

2.1 Avatar Use in Virtual Environments
Avatars provide a wide range of benefits for individual users, even
outside of collaborative situations. One such benefit is that self-
avatars allow users to feel embodied in a scene by adding a visible
representation of themselves in a scene [18, 28]. Embodiment is
related to the illusion of virtual body ownership (IVBO), or the
sensation that virtual body parts are actually part of oneself [40].
Embodiment and IVBO can be achieved in both third person and
first person views [8] to varying degrees. These phenomena can
be increased by a combination of high fidelity displays, mappings
between user input and the display/environment, and support for
expected interactions [17]. High amounts of embodiment and pres-
ence induced by avatar use and design can affect how a user feels or
acts in virtual spaces, causing them to act older [36] or experience
less bias based on race [32] or gender [22]. It is also not imperative
for avatars to be humans [24] and customization options based on
user wishes can also benefit a sense of embodiment [9]. Feeling
embodied not only influences how a user sees themselves, but also
how they act. For example, Ogawa et al. examined how avatar
anthropomorphism and visibility affect tendencies to walk through
virtual walls and other geometry [30]. Despite knowing that walls
were not solid, full-body, realistic avatars were found to induce a



higher sense of presence and reduce rates at which users walked
through walls.

While embodiment is often desired, sometimes avatars are de-
signed with different goals in mind. For example, designers fre-
quently want to increase the capabilities of users beyond what is
possible in the real world. Less visible avatars are used because of
the wider range of interactions they provide. Consider cases where
users may want to grab an object in the scene but it is out of reach.
By using a lower fidelity avatar with a disconnected hand, techniques
such as Go-Go [35] or linearly scaling hand movement [10], can
increase reach allowing users to grab distance objects. Techniques
for hand redirection (e.g. [1, 16, 48]) also often use a disconnected
hand since the displayed hand location differs from those in the real
world. “Stretching” the arm of a full-body avatar can be used to
maintain connectedness and a sense of embodiment using similar
scaling techniques [11]. However, if these techniques are used in
collaborative environments, it is possible that only hands may be
displayed to preserve fidelity in a first person perspective without
considering how this could affect the perception of onlookers.

Additionally, it is common practice to exclude full bodies in
situations where users will not be able to observe themselves to
save development costs; if a body (or any part of an object in an
environment) is not able to be seen, it is not necessary to model
and rig. Other practical factors such as tracking limitations may
also influence what types of avatars are suitable for an application.
For example, the Oculus Rift S1 and Oculus Quest 22 are only able
to natively tracks a head location and hands. This makes display
of full-body and full-arm avatars unreliable. While ideal systems
should be able to support reliable full body tracking, most consumer
systems are not at this point. Inverse-kinematics can be applied in
cases where full-body tracking is not possible, but this is not always
accurate to the real body and may not be suitable for all use cases
(i.e., exergames) [5].

One may expect embodiment to decrease if a lower visibility
avatar is used, but prior work has found that lower visibility avatars
can produce a similar sensation of ownership and perform similarly
on a wide range of tasks. In comparing hand only, hand with forearm,
and full arm, Tran et al. [41] found that each of these visibilities
produce similar ownership ratings, but that the full arm was slower
to reach targets. While embodiment may not be a design goal of low
visibility avatars, it can still be felt with as little as a tracked hand [20]
or with non-optimal avatar configurations [12]. Additionally, Pan
et al. [31] did not find differences between hand-only and full-arm
avatars on cognitive load while using each avatar, indicating that
their use does not add unnecessary complexity.

Thus far, we have only discussed self-avatars and how they impact
a solo experience, but avatars also can affect other users in shared
environments. Social presence (“the sense of being with another
[person]” [3]) often relies on visual qualities of co-located parties
and communication mediums between them. A key issue with avatar
design for collaborative environments is the uncanny valley [4, 39],
a level of visual and kinematic fidelity that is “not quite real, but
not quite stylized” which elicits negative emotions. Thankfully, the
“uncanniness” of avatars can be minimized by properly accounting
for known traits that induce it [38]. With collaborative avatars, the
style and visibility of a partner’s avatar have been demonstrated to
influence social presence [46], with whole-body realistic avatars
increasing social presence and upper-body and cartoony avatars
acting as fair substitutes if needed by a collaborative context. Even
avatars that are entirely different in scale from collaborators in the
real world can elicit social presence. Wang et al. examined how
avatar body representation level (analogous to visibility) affected
usability of AR instructors [43]. In their task, avatars pointed to
various objects in close proximity and users selected what was

1https://www.oculus.com/rift-s/
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pointed to. Full body avatars were found to decrease workload
and increase efficiency. Near and far views were also examined,
with far views decreasing accuracy of object selection. Miniature
collaborators can be leveraged to keep collaborators inside each
other’s field of view, but still exhibited comparable levels of social
presence. [33]. Assessing social presence is not a goal of this work,
but it is important to understand that including avatars in a social
environment tends to increase the sensation.

2.2 Pointing in Virtual Environments

Of most importance to this work is how avatars facilitate gestu-
ral communication. Gestures are among the most basic means of
communication, outside spoken and written communication, and al-
lows humans to understand each other through a visual medium that
carries more nuance and information than may be carried through
speech alone [15]. Speech and gesture are highly related, with the
two combined acting often as a single unit of communication with
more impact than either alone [2]. Our primary interest is pointing,
a subset of gestural communication that projects a vector from one’s
body that indicates a specific object, location, or direction [19]. In
this section, we discuss computational models of how pointing is
interpreted and how avatar design has already been shown to impact
interpretation.

Prior work has found pointing to be an effective means of com-
munication in virtual reality, despite the varying behaviors displayed
by users in how they make their pointing gestures [21]. Different
techniques of computationally predicting pointing locations have
been explored, each relying on different body part locations. Per-
haps the most intuitive approach is to virtually “extend” the users
index finger and use the location where it first intersects an object
in the scene as the target location. This is known as index-finger
ray cast (IRFC) [7]. Other models incorporating additional joints
and body parts have also been explored, including forearm ray cast
(FARC) [29] and eye-finger ray cast (EFRC) [26]. Additionally, non-
gestural pointing and selection methods exist when a high degree of
accuracy is needed, such as 3D pointers [47] or raycasting from a
controller [42].

Many aspects of avatar design and their effects on pointing in-
terpretation in CVEs have been examined previously. Wong and
Gutwin [44] compared real-world pointing and pointing in virtual en-
vironments. By varying user location and target distance, they found
higher accuracy in the real world both for interpreting pointing and
producing pointing gestures. However, they identified that a higher
degree of accuracy may not be needed given varying task domains.
Specific to desktop applications, Wong and Gutwin also examined
the use of different input devices to control pointing in desktop
applications in order to provide users without tracking systems the
ability to point without sophisticated tracking [45]. However, a lim-
itation of both these works is the quality of avatar examined; both
utilized an avatar consisting of simple primitive geometry with a
single unarticulated finger.

Later work looked more rigorously at how visual properties of
avatars impacted pointing, both in egocentric and observational con-
texts. An analysis of egocentric pointing with six avatar styles
under three pointing models (IFRC, FARC, EFRC) performed
found that EFRC produced significantly less error than other mod-
els [37]. Corrective models can further reduce error, and it has also
been demonstrated that accuracy does not correlate with perceived
human-likeness. In social and collaborative settings, corrections
to a pointer’s pose have also been applied to reduce interpretation
error [25]. While these correction models are outside the scope of
this work, they are worth noting due to their ability to decrease point-
ing error without direct user awareness while still using gestural
pointing.

Alternative forms of rendering an avatar were examined by
Gamelin et al. [13]. In two collaborative tasks, point cloud avatars



Figure 1: a) The NEAR view. b) The FAR view. c) A cropped view showing the nine possible targets in red (not visible to participants). d) The six
avatars examined in the experiment. Each row represents one of the two styles. Each column shows avatars of the same visibility.

were compared against preconstructed solid avatars and were found
to decrease error rates and time to complete the tasks. This was
thought to be due to an increased kinematic fidelity of the point
cloud avatar, since it could capture user movements more accurately
and with more nuance compared to the premade joints used for the
solid avatar. Accurately displaying motion was more important than
including a visually detailed avatar.

2.3 Summary
Overall, application goals and practical factors play a role in what
avatars are used. Avatars are important for providing users a sense
of self in a scene and a sense of colocation with others in a shared
space. While full body avatars are often considered the gold-standard
for how a user’s body should be displayed, lower visibility avatars
are also used considerably due to their interaction flexibility, low
implementation cost, and ability to maintain performance and a
sense of embodiment. Gestures are also an important part of human
communication, and while several avatar design factors have been
investigated for effects on generation and interpretation of pointing
gestures, visibility has not been investigated in this context.

3 RESEARCH OVERVIEW

We conducted two experiments to determine effects of avatar body
visibility on the ability of collaborators to understand pointing ges-
tures. Both experiments utilize a similar design, with view rotation
and controls varying between the two. This section provides an
overview of details shared between both experiments. We then cover
unique design features for each experiment and results. Finally, we
discuss them together and key observations from them both.

Participants take on the role of a collaborator in a desktop envi-
ronment (the observer) interacting with a motion-tracking-enabled
collaborator (the pointer) using pointing gestures. They are asked
to visually examine different pointing gestures and then select the
location in the scene the pointer is gesturing towards. Avatar visi-
bility, style, and view are varied between instances of the task. We
examine error rates and how they differ based on visibility, style,
and view.

3.1 Goals and Experimental Hypotheses
Our primary goal of these experiments is to determine effects of
avatar visibility on pointing interpretability by collaborators. Our
hypotheses are as follows:

• H1: Observer error rates increase as avatar visibility decreases.
• H2: Observer error rates decrease as avatar style becomes

more realistic.

• H3: Observer error rates increase as viewing distance in-
creases.

3.2 Independent Variables
These experiments are conducted using a repeated-measures design.
We have three independent variables, two of which regard the visual
properties of the avatar (seen in Figure 1d) and one focused on
positioning relative to the pointer (seen in Figure 1a and Figure 1b):

• Visibility: HIGH (full body), MED (head and hands with
forearm), LOW (head and hands)

• Style: REALISTIC (human), HUMANOID (human in figure,
but lacking detail)

• View: NEAR (observer is close in proximity to the pointer,
view angles similar), FAR (observer is further from the pointer,
view angles are not aligned)

3.3 Measures
We are interested in examining the effects of avatars on pointing
interpretation error. Three error measures are examined:

• Total Error: the euclidean straight-line distance between a
selected location and the target location

• Horizontal Error: the horizontal component of the Total Error
• Vertical Error: the vertical component of the Total Error

These provide insight into overall effects on error and directional
effects.

3.4 Avatar Design
This section outlines implementation details for achieving each level
of avatar visibility and style.

The avatar models and skeletons utilized are modified versions of
Mixamo’s3 “Josh” and “X Bot” characters. “Josh” (a clothed male
human with facial features) was used as the base for REALISTIC
avatars, while “X Bot” (an abstract robotic female) was the base
model for HUMANOID avatars. These were chosen due to their
shared human figures but different visual qualities. “Josh” closely
matches a real human, with clothes and hair and realistic body
proportions that may be seen in professional collaborative settings.
On the other hand, “X Bot” is a more stylized avatar with robotic
joints, lack of face, and consistent texturing which you may see in
social or gaming contexts.

3Mixamo, https://mixamo.com



Autodesk Maya4 was used to edit each model into different levels
of visibility. HIGH visibility avatars were left unmodified since
they are already full-body avatars. MED visibility avatars had all
geometry below the lowest neck bone removed, but keeping arm
geometry below the elbow bone to display large part of the arm
pose. Similar levels of visibility have been considered in first person
contexts as a way to maintain body ownership without needed a full
model for avatars (i.e., [14, 23, 41]). LOW visibility avatars were
the same as MED, but with the arm geometry limited to geometry
beyond the wrist bone. The resulting holes were filed and retextured
to restore closed geometry. Final avatars used in the experiments
can be seen in Figure 1d.

3.5 Virtual Environment
This section discusses the graphics, layout, and view perspectives
included in the virtual environment.

A grid texture was applied to the floor and wall being pointed
towards. This was to provide a sense of scale and depth that is
missing due to simple geometry and textures being used in the rest
of the environment. The scene was lit from above to provide shaded
textures for the avatar, but no shadows were cast to allow users to
focus purely on the visual properties of the avatar.

In the environment, one unit was approximately one meter of
equivalent real-world distance. However, since screen size (and thus
perceived distances) varied between participants, we report distances
using the generic relative unit.

A set of targets located on a wall across the pointer and observer
were examined for each treatment to provide variance in avatar pose.
The wall was placed 3 units in front of the pointer. Nine targets were
placed on the wall, in a 3-by-3 square grid, spanning 2 units by 2
units (see Figure 1c). The center target was located directly in front
of the pointer’s chest level, 1.5 units off the ground.

The pointer in this experiment was simulated and utilizes premade
poses pointing towards the targets. The poses utilized a rigid right
arm pointing with an extended index finger. The pointer’s head was
constrained to look just above their index finger which simulates
pointing with ERFC. This was chosen based on prior work which
has found errors under this model being less than those under IRFC
or FARC [37]. To generate the pose for each target, experimenters
rotated the pointing right shoulder until the view from the avatar’s
perspective was pointing to the target. The same pose was then
applied to each avatar for all targets for consistency.

In order to asses how positioning relative to the pointer affects
interpretation, we examine two viewing perspectives. Prior work
(e.g., [45]) has already identified that distance and angle play a key
role in interpreted pointing gestures. Given that co-located persons
in a scene may not always be in close proximity, we examined two
different viewing positions to provide insight into the role of distance
on error. Generally, the FAR view had a smaller relative avatar size
and less-aligned perspective than the NEAR view.

In the FAR perspective, observers examined a pointing gesture
from a distance while seeing most of an avatar’s body: they were
positioned 2.25 units to the left and 0.75 units behind the pointing
avatar viewing initially at a 45 degree angle. In the NEAR per-
spective, observers were closer to the pointer and a more aligned
perspective; they were positioned 1.25 units to the left and 0.75 units
behind the pointing avatar viewing initially at a 22.5 degree angle.
Views from the application can be seen in Figure 1a and Figure 1b.
In both cases the observer’s and pointer’s eye level were 1.75 units
off the ground and have a 60 degree field of view.

3.6 Apparatus
Due to limitations of COVID-19, we conducted this study remotely
using a desktop browser application. The study applications were

4Maya, https://www.autodesk.com/products/maya/overview

developed using the Unity game engine (version 2019.4.21f1). It
was deployed as a WebGL build and hosted on a server belonging
to our institution. Users interacted with the application on their
personal computers, with screen resolutions ranging from 960x600
to 3840x2160 Web browser choice was not restricted as WebGL
functions consistently across all common browsers.

Qualtrics was utilized to administer a demographics questionnaire
and collect additional information about the participant’s experience
in the study.

3.7 Procedure and Task
Participants were directed to the study website where informed
consent is obtained and were then instructed that they would observe
an avatar with different visual properties from different perspectives
and make judgements about where it is pointing and to be both
accurate and timely in their responses, but to focus on accuracy.
They were asked to complete the study in fullscreen on a desktop or
laptop computer using a mouse to select locations on the scene.

The participant was allotted as much time as they wish to observe
the gesture but were instructed to provide answers quickly and ac-
curately. They were instructed how to select a location in the scene
where they believed the avatar to be pointing (see Section 4.1 and
Section 5.1). An indicator was shown so they can confirm the loca-
tion and see it in context of the pointing gesture. They could change
their answer as many times as desired, with the indicator changing
as well. When satisfied, they submitted their answer (see Section 4.1
and Section 5.1). After receiving instructions, they moved on to the
application in a separate web page and begin completing the task
automatically.

An list of every target/style/visibility/perspective combination
was generated and randomized per participant. The first trial served
as an introduction to the task and input methods for the experiment.
The condition was repeated as the final trial, and the first instance was
excluded from analysis. A brief menu pausing the study appeared
between each trial, both to provide opportunities for breaks and to
hide the changing view and avatar. Because 9 poses were observed
under each treatment (3 visibilities, 2 styles, 2 views), a total of 108
data points were collected for each treatment.

After observing all avatars, they were directed to a questionnaire
about demographic information, information about their experience
with games and 3D environments, and open-ended questions about
their experience completing the study.

3.8 Analysis Methodology
This methodology was used for each experiment.

At the trial level, error values outside one and a half of the in-
terquartile range were removed from analysis as outliers. Values
across targets were then averaged across each treatment leaving one
average value for each combination of visibility, style, and view for
each participant.

The remaining data met sphericity and normality assumptions for
all error measures so we employed a three-way repeated-measures
ANOVA to find significant effects of visibility, style, and viewing
perspective on each error rate. Due to repeated testing, we applied
Bonferroni correction (n=3) to limit false discoveries. Pairwise t-
tests with Bonferonni correction were used to examine differences
between treatments. We also present η2 effect sizes [6] for each
factor to provide insight into how impactful each factor was on the
measures.

3.8.1 Interpretation of Error
Reported distances should be considered as relative units rather than
in real world units. We choose to report distance in this manner due
to the online format of our experiment. Participant screen resolution
was not controlled, so there is no guarantee all participants perceived
distance identically. However, we conducted a Pearson’s correlation
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Figure 2: Results from Experiment 1. Plotted are average values for each measure under each treatment. Error bars are 95% confidence
intervals. Lines between bars signify significant differences at p < 0.05 (only presented between visibilities in the same view and style treatments).
Positive horizontal error represents rightward error (i.e., the user answer was more right than the intended location). Positive vertical error
represents upward error (i.e., the user answer was higher than the intended location).

test to verify that resolution did not impact interpretation and found
no significant correlation between resolution and errors for either
experiment.

4 EXPERIMENT 1: INTERPRETATION WITH A FIXED PER-
SPECTIVE

Our first experiment sought to examine a simple case of pointing
interpretation, with perspective being controlled by locking the cam-
era to a single view for each trial. When each view is applied, the
user is unable to modify the view and must make judgements about
the pointing gesture from this static view. This is to provide a focus
on the visual properties of the avatar and limit other factors from
influencing the participant’s response.

4.1 Interaction Methods
The mouse cursor is used entirely to select a location and submit a
response. When the participant is ready to provide an answer, they
click to select where in the environment they interpret the pointing
location to be. A ray is cast from this location, and an indicator
placed on where it intersects with the wall. When satisfied, they
click a submit button at the bottom of the screen to move to the next
avatar/pose from the randomized list.

4.2 Results
We collected data from 27 participants (22 males), ranging from ages
18-23 (median 21) from undergraduate computer science courses at
our institution.

We examined total error as well as horizontal and vertical com-
ponents of error. Participants averaged 14 minutes to complete the
entire study, averaging 7.78 seconds per trial. This is appropriate
given the instructions; users were told to make quick judgements
about the gesture.

4.2.1 Total Error
First, we examined total distance error between the interpreted loca-
tion and the target location. 1.9% of all trials were removed during
outlier removal. All factors had significant main effects:

• Visibility: F(2,52) = 6.59 and p < 0.01, η2 = 0.005
• Style: F(1,26) = 29.64 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.022
• View: F(1,26) = 98.99 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.175

One two-way interaction was significant, Style-View: F(1,26) =
66.88 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.014. No significant three-way interac-
tion effect between our factors. Averages for each treatment as well
as significant differences are presented in Figure 2.

While visibility was a significant factor, its very small effect size
suggests it was not a very large contributor to error. This is reflected
in Figure 2, where there are some differences between visibility
levels in the same view and style treatment, but the differences are
generally small (at most 0.19 units or 10.0%). In cases where there
were significant differences, error did not always increase according
to visibility; LOW visibility avatars sometimes yielded lower error
than MED visibility avatars.

In the FAR view, significant differences based on style were seen
between HUMANOID and REALISTIC avatars, with REALISTIC
avatars yielding lower error. However, in the NEAR view errors
between the two were not significantly different. Being in close
proximity to avatars allowed participants better interpret the gesture
regardless of the style. This explains the significant two-way inter-
action between style and View, but the effect of the interaction was
very small.

Overall, total distance was minimally impacted by visibility. View
was the dominant factor impacting total error with a large effect size
(0.175). This agrees with prior work [44] which found that distance
relative to the pointer hinders pointing interpretation as the distance
increases.

4.2.2 Horizontal Error
For horizontal error, 0.9% of all trials were removed during outlier
removal. All factors also had significant main effects:

• Visibility: F(2,52) = 11.09 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.008
• Style: F(1,26) = 31.78 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.021
• View: F(1,26) = 130.88 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.147

All two-way interactions were significant:

• Visibility-Style: F(2,52) = 9.74 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.003
• Visibility-View: F(2,52) = 7.75 and p < 0.01, η2 = 0.003
• View-Style: F(1,26) = 61.39 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.01

ANOVA did not identify a significant three-way interaction effect.
Visibility observations are similar to those of total error, with

visibility having a small effect size and significant differences not
always increasing as visibility decreases. We found view to be the
significant factor with the largest effect on horizontal error. Observa-
tions relating to style also carry over, with the two-way interaction
between view and style leading to larger differences in the FAR view.

The remaining two-way interactions are difficult to explain, as
their effect size is very small. Generally, the MED visibility avatar
yielded larger error only in the HUMANOID avatar. LOW visibility
avatars also had lower error compared to HIGH visibility in the
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Figure 3: Results from Experiment 2. Error bars are 95% confidence interval Lines between bars signify significant differences at p < 0.05 (only
presented between visibilities in the same view and style treatments). Positive horizontal error represents rightward error (i.e., the user answer was
more right than the intended location). Positive vertical error represents upward error (i.e., the user answer was higher than the intended location).

NEAR view. However, these effects were minimal according to the
small effect size (η2 = 0.003 for both).

4.2.3 Vertical Error
For vertical error, 1.2% of all trials were removed during outlier
removal. Two factors had significant main effects:

• Visibility: F(2,52) = 24.21 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.032
• View: F(1,26) = 21.23 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.026

One two-way interaction was found, Style-Visibility: F(2,52) =
75.15 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.054. Again, ANOVA did not find a
significant three-way interaction effect between the factors.

View continued to be a significant factor on vertical error, with
the FAR view producing higher error than NEAR. However, the effect
was much smaller than those seen in total or horizontal error as seen
by its small effect size.

The two-way interaction between style and visibility manifests
as LOW visibility avatars producing higher error, but only with a
HUMANOID style. For these avatars, MED visibility avatars also
had lower error than HIGH visibility in the NEAR view. visibility
also had an effect of producing larger errors with HIGH visibility
avatars, but only for the FAR REALISTIC avatar. No differences
were found between visibilities for the NEAR REALISTIC avatar.

4.2.4 Overview
In summary, view was the largest influencer on error, with style
coming next, and visibility being the smallest contributor. Visibility
effects were inconsistent; LOW sometimes decreased horizontal er-
ror, but also increased vertical error. Horizontal error also comprised
the largest amount of total error. However, these differences due
to visibility were fairly small and would likely not be impactful in
cases where low-to-medium precision is needed.

5 EXPERIMENT 2: INTERPRETATION WITH VIEW ROTATION

Our second experiment loosened the perspective constraint of the
first. At the beginning of each trial the designated view is applied, but
participants can rotate their view while staying in the same location.
This change is motivated by real use cases for virtual avatars. In
3D environments, perspectives can almost always be manipulated
which benefits spatial awareness.

5.1 Interaction Methods
Horizontal and vertical mouse movements rotated the observer view
in the scene while leaving their position unchanged. The rotation
was limited in the y-axis to ±60 degrees up and down in order to
maintain proper orientation. Horizontal locks were also applied to

keep participants looking in the general direction of the task in the
scene. These limits were generous enough to allow participants to
view the entire area of interest in the scene and were solely meant to
prevent orientation issues.

Because the mouse was used to rotate the camera, the selection
method was modified from Experiment 1. A crosshair was added
in the middle of the camera, and clicking now selected the location
pointed to by the cross-hair rather than mouse cursor. An indicator
was shown at the location so participants can verify the location and
see it in context of the pointing gesture. When satisfied, they pressed
the space bar to move to the next avatar/pose from the randomized
list.

5.2 Results
We collected data from 36 participants (28 males), ranging from ages
18-30 (median 21) from undergraduate computer science courses at
our institution. These participants were unique from those partici-
pating in Experiment 1.

As in Experiment 1, we examined total error as well as horizontal
and vertical components of error. Participants averaged 14 minutes
and 35 seconds to complete the entire study, averaging 8.10 seconds
per trial. As was the case with the first experiment, this is appropriate
given the instructions; users were told to make quick judgements
about the gesture.

5.2.1 Total Error
First, we examined total distance error between the interpreted loca-
tion and the target location. 3.1% of all trials were removed during
outlier removal. Only two factors had significant main effects:

• Style: F(1,35) = 12.33 and p < 0.01, η2 = 0.023
• View: F(1,35) = 80.73 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.147

One two-way interaction was significant, Style-View: F(1,35) =
19.18 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.009. No significant three-way interac-
tion effect between our factors. Averages for each treatment as well
as significant differences are presented in Figure 3.

Notably, only view and style significantly impacted error. The
FAR view increased error, with HUMANOID avatars yielding a larger
increase. However, no differences were found between either style in
a NEAR View. No significant effects due to visibility were observed.

5.2.2 Horizontal Error
For horizontal error, 0.7% of all trials were removed during outlier
removal. All factors also had significant main effects:

• Visibility: F(2,70) = 16.00 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.013
• Style: F(1,35) = 21.17 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.026



• View: F(1,35) = 44.58 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.057

All two-way interactions were significant:

• Visibility-Style: F(2,70) = 19.97 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.015
• Visibility-View: F(2,70) = 28.51 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.009
• View-Style: F(1,35) = 39.01 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.012

ANOVA did not identify a significant three-way interaction effect.
View again had a significant main effect, with FAR viewing lead-

ing to increased error. Style differences were also seen, with HU-
MANOID avatars having increased error compared to REALISTIC
avatars. Visibility also had significant main effects, but observed
differences were not correlated with the level of visibility. For exam-
ple, in both FAR HUMANOID and NEAR HUMANOID treatments
LOW visibility avatars produced less error than MED avatars. In-
terestingly, for NEAR HUMANOID avatars error was lowest with a
LOW visibility avatar.

5.2.3 Vertical Error
For vertical error, 3.0% of all trials were removed during outlier
removal. Two factors had significant main effects:

• Visibility: F(2,70) = 31.02 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.033
• View: F(1,35) = 74.64 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.031

One two-way interaction was found, Style-Visibility: F(2,70) =
92.92 and p < 0.001, η2 = 0.053. Again, ANOVA did not find a
significant three-way interaction effect between the factors.

As seen with the prior two measures, FAR viewing produced
higher error than NEAR. In HUMANOID avatars, LOW visibility
avatars had significantly higher error than both MED and HIGH in
both views, but for FAR REALISTIC avatars LOW had lower error
than HIGH. Again, effects of visibility are inconsistent, but fairly
small in magnitude.

5.2.4 Overview
The results of this experiment largely yielded the same results as
Experiment 1. View and style lead to the largest differences in
error, while visibility yielded very small differences. Effects of
visibility were also inconsistent, sometimes producing lower error
as it decreases while other times producing higher.

6 DISCUSSION

We conducted two experiments to examine effects of view, style,
and visibility on pointing interpretation error. In the first experiment
(n = 27), subjects made judgements about static pointing gestures
from a fixed observer perspective. In the second experiment (n= 36),
subjects made judgements about static pointing gestures while able
to rotate their view. Both experiments were able to find significant
effects of view, style, and visibility on pointing interpretation error.
We discuss implications of our findings and provide suggestions to
VR designers on how avatar visibility can be used in applications.

6.1 Key Observations
Between both experiments, findings were similar for each factor. As
expected, observer viewing perspective was a large contributor to
error. This makes sense, as viewing from a further distance decreases
the relative avatar size and increases uncertainty about its pose.

Style also produced large differences, with REALISTIC avatars
generally outperforming HUMANOID avatars. During our post-
questionnaire participants were asked to identify features of the
study that impacted their ability to accurately judge the pointing
location. Many participants acknowledged that the REALISTIC
avatar’s face was a helpful factor in interpreting the pointing despite
lacking features such as eye movement or animated expressions
which could benefit their interpretation. The face and eyes (as

leveraged in EFRC [26]) provide information about the intended
target location since pointers tend to look at their pointing location.
This explains the large effect of style in the FAR view (where the
face was more visible to users) compared to NEAR and agrees with
Wang et al. [43]. An example of this interaction can be seen in
Figure 5.

While significant effects of visibility were observed, they were
not linear in their effect (e.g., LOW did not always produce higher
error than MED and HIGH). We also did not find consistent evi-
dence that visibility effects are always observed; REALISTIC avatars
only saw an effect of visibility on vertical error in the FAR view
in both experiments. However, this does follow from other work
(e.g., [37, 41]) which found that visual realness did not always cor-
relate with pointing accuracy, but we demonstrate that this is also
seen in observer interpretation. Together, these observations do not
support our first hypothesis H1 (error is linearly related to the level
of visibility), partially support H2 (error is larger for less-realistic
avatars), and support H3 (error is larger in a more distance viewing
perspective).

Of cases where visibility effects were detected, visibility con-
sistently had the smallest effect on errors. This is surprising, as it
may be expected that seeing less of a body would limit information
about the entire body pose and produce a much worse interpretation.
Because of this, designers may be free to use a wider set of avatars
(ranging from a detailed full-body avatar to a minimal head and
hands avatar) without compromising pointing interpretation by other
users.

Total errors ranged between 1.0 to 1.5 units on average suggesting
that participants were not very accurate in their interpretations. Most
of this error is comprised of horizontal error, with vertical error
being much smaller. This is likely due to the desktop study format
(where depth perception is limited), the positioning of the partici-
pants/pointers, or a combination of the two. However, when compar-
ing average errors between the two experiments in Figure 4 lower
error was observed when view rotation was supported. This mostly
impacted horizontal error, with rates for all treatments decreasing by
approximately 0.47 units or 42.6%. However, this appears to have
come at a cost of increased vertical error with an average increase or
all treatments of 0.16 units or 47.7%. The net effect on total error is
a decrease in total error of approximately 0.18 units or 12.4%.

In Experiment 1, the perspective was static to require users to
focus on the visual properties of the avatar, though this may have
created difficulty in understanding the environment’s spatial layout.
We believe the addition of camera rotation in Experiment 2 allowed
users to better situate themselves and the other avatar better in the
environment that overall reduced error. While vertical error did
increase in Experiment 2, it was less than or equal to the horizontal
component. Additionally, given the layout of our targets (where
each was 1.0 unit from another) a vertical error of 0.5 means that
the interpreted locations were closer to the true location than other
targets. In summary, the key findings of our experiments are as
follows:

1. Avatar visibility minimally affected pointing interpretation. Ob-
served trade-offs solely due to visibility in significant cases were very
small, and likely would not severely impact gesture interpretability
in general applications.High precision use cases can incorporate
alternative techniques if needed.

2. Avatar visibility does not linearly affect pointing interpretation.
Solely reducing the visibility of the avatar is not guaranteed to de-
crease interpretation accuracy. In cases were significant differences
were found, low visibility avatars periodically resulted in lower error
than high visibility avatars.

3. View and style largely impacted pointing interpretation. Inter-
pretation errors were always larger when observing from a greater
distance. The largest differences due to style were observed in a far
viewing position, but these were reduced when observers were nearer.
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Facial details included in realistic avatars were more perceivable in
far views, which helped with interpretation.

6.2 Future Work and Limitations
We utilized desktop applications to conduct our experiments, but
other types of display devices should be examined due to the ad-
ditional depth and spatial cues they afford such as stereoscopy in
virtual reality experiences [34]. If these experiments were replicated
in virtual reality, we expect that this would further reduce error
rates (as was observed when view rotation was added in Experiment
2). Adding further ways to slightly modify the view, such as small
amounts of translational head bobbling often experienced during
idle standing, may also decrease error while users are positioned in
a constant location.

As currently assessed, static pointing gestures limit this work
since movement and animation is not included. However, when
asked during the post-questionnaire about any factors that helped or
hindered their ability to interpret the gesture, no participants indi-
cated that poses appeared unnatural. Future work should examine
collaborative situations with real or simulated animated avatars, as

motions made by pointers while making their gestures could provide
additional information which would increase accuracy. Additionally,
it may be beneficial to consider left-handed pointing from the same
perspective, as the arm is occluded differently than right-handed
pointing. Another notable comment trend is a desire to perform the
task in a more natural or realistic application. This would better
reflect real application use cases.

While participants necessarily adjusted their view in Experiment 2
to select perceived pointing locations given the interaction methods,
we did not conduct analysis of where participants were looking in the
environment. Future work could include eye-tracking to determine
what avatar features participants find most salient.

Finally, these results may only extend to cases of mid-range point-
ing with magnitudes of varying with different target locations. Ex-
amining target distance/clustering or with visible targets as opposed
to the continuous wall of possible targets used in our experiments
may yield larger effects of visibility. If known targets are visible
to observers, we may expect hit rates of correct target objects to be
higher if the distance between targets is sufficiently large.

7 CONCLUSION

Motivated by the understanding that virtual avatars are not always
chosen to be displayed with a full-body, we conducted two experi-
ments to determine how avatar visibility affects observer interpreta-
tion of pointing gestures. This work continues a thread of work that
examines how low visibility avatars affect user experience, such as
performance, social presence, and embodiment, in virtual environ-
ments. We provide insight into how other users in a scene are able
to interpret natural means of communication, pointing, in shared
experiences.

We examined two different avatar styles, three visibilities, and
two viewing angles. In our first experiment, perspective was fixed
to provide a focus on the visual properties of the avatar. In the
second, users were able to rotate their view to accommodate their
interpretation with varied perspectives. We observed that avatar style
and viewing distance were large influencers on error while visibility
was minimally impactful. However, we did discover that visibility
affected directional error differently. In some cases, lower visibility
avatars did not always produce higher error while in others it did;
visibility, like style, is not necessarily linearly related to error.

These findings provide further evidence that low-visibility avatars
are able to be used successfully in a wide range of scenarios. Ob-
served differences in pointing interpretation error due to visibility
alone were not substantial enough to warrant active consideration
when choosing an avatar.
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